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The mass media, written and audiovisual, bave generally drifted towards 
subjects which bave more to do with providing a spectacle and banality than 
information, understood the latter as a pedagogical guideline for a certain 
ethic or collective consciousness of progress. Less information is given in 
more media. The items of information are as similar as drops of water. The 
radio and the television prefer events and vanities. News with a "shock" 
value is gaining ground. On the other hand, pondered and serious news items 
are scarce. 
As the head of a munic ipal press bureau, this journalist feels that the 
information Bureau of a public or private institution should serve, first and 
foremost, communication. lt should be a permanent, stable, consultable and 
contrastable source of information. That is the way to ethics. 
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The author of this article considers that the Deontological Code of the 
Col·legi de Periodistes de Catalunya (College of Journalists of Catatonia) 
has a remote precedent, barely known in Spain. This is the "Creed of the 
Journalist" written by the American Walter Williams, who was the first dean 
of the university school of journalism in the state of Missouri from I 908 
unti! I 935 . This Creed of the Journalist is, according to the author, a 
declaration of principies which nowadays presides the activities of schools 
of journalism in the United States and all over the world. 
Guillamet, also a Iecturer in journalism at the Pompeu Fabra University of 
Barcelona, gives an account of the birth of the aforementioned school of 
journalism in Missouri. Walter Williams, an experienced journalist, was 
appointed dean of the school. From that moment on the University had its 
own newspaper which the students worked on, and in doing so they leamt 
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the tracte. The Newspaper is "The Missourian", which is still published and 
was the only newspaper in the small city of Columbia. At present the school 
has radio and televisi on channels which the future journalists leam on. The 
teachers in the so-called Missouri Group combine classes with the task of 
managing the newspaper offices. 
Walter Williams, the dean, was the brain behind the "Creed of the 
Journalist". These nonns constituted the principies of the social function of 
journalists. It asserts their public responsibility and the trust deposited in 
those related to the profession. Any failure to meet this demand would be "a 
betrayal of this trust". 
According to the Creed of the Journalist of Missouri journalists must have 
"a clear way of thinking, clear exposition, precision and impartiality". The 
Creed is closely linked to the famous first amendment of the North 
American Constitution which in 1790 established that Congress could not 
pass any law restricting freedom of the press. Williams, however, urges the 
Creed to watch over methods of obtaining news and the ·level of demands 
applied to the different contents of publications. The code has a touch of 
fraternity and internationalism. "It is deeply patriolic, will sincerely promote 
international well-being and cement worldwide camaraderie". 
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